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Medical test (Dental Points) is conducted by SSB board for recommended candidates after SSB 

interviews, it is a very crucial part of selection procedure, generally, in each batch the medically 

unfit rate goes up to 45% - 55 %. Candidate can be declared unfit medically for one or various 

health issues. Aspirants must go for proper body check ups before proceeding towards interviews, 

also a regular monthly check is mandatory.14 dental points are one of the must have thing during 

medicals, let's talk more about it. 

 

Something about point system on teeth: 

 
o Teeth which are not considered necessary for efficient work are given with 1 point each. 
o Teeth assumed to be essential are allotted with 2 points each. 
o Each incisor, canine, 1st and 2nd premolars holds 1 point provided their corresponding 

lower teeth are present. 
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o Each 1st and 2nd molar and well developed 3rd molar holds 2 points provided they are in 
good opposition to corresponding teeth in the lower jaw. 

o If 3rd molar is not well developed,  it holds only 1 point. 
 
When we have all 16 teeth intact in the upper jaw with a good functional opposition to 
corresponding teeth present in the lower jaw, the total points can be 20 to 22 ( based on 3rd 
molars are well developed or not).  
 

Conditions for 14 dental points: 

o When we have all 16 teeth intact in the upper jaw with a good functional opposition to 

corresponding teeth present in the lower jaw, the total points can be 20 to 22 ( based on 3rd 

molars are well developed or not).  

o Any 4 of the 6 anterior and any 6 of the 10 posterior. When following teeth will be present in 

the upper jaw and in good functional opposition to corresponding teeth in the lower jaw. 

o Provided there are at least 14 dental points in the mouth, all these teeth must be sound and 

repairable. The minimum number of points required is to be medically fit are 14 points. 

 

Conclusion:  

In very rare cases, aspirant may have less than 14 dental points, but few may have damaged teeth 

due to some accident or any other health issues. Though there are very rare cases of getting unfit 

due to less dental points, but as said precaution is better than cure. It is advisable to go for proper 

oral cleanup  before medical examinations.  
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